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or another, or whether the worlds upon

which they dwell are as numerous as the

sands upon the seashore; when they be-

come celestial the veil that obscures the

view of mortals is removed, and it makes

no differencewhether a world be onemil-

lion, a hundred million, or a million mil-

lion of miles distant from another, if the

veil is taken away, they are still in each

other's presence.

There is a spiritual faculty of seeing,

different from that of the natural sight,

a power of discerning through space, by

which celestial beings can see innumer-

able millions of miles in distance, just

as easy as mortals can see ten feet with

their natural vision. To be in the pres-

ence of God, then, is simply to have

the veil withdrawn, which will be done

when we prove ourselves worthy of ce-

lestial glory. If the worlds of which I

have spoken, pertaining to the planetary

system, were celestial worlds, occupied

by celestial inhabitants, they would all

the time be in the presence of their Fa-

ther, and there could be no withdraw-

ing from the first, to visit the second,

etc., according to the revelation from

which I have quoted. His method of

conveying intelligence is far more rapid

than that of light. Light, how slow! Only

185,000 miles in a second. It would take

three and a half years at that rate for

light to come from one of the nearest

fixed stars. A long time to wait, espe-

cially if you were in a hurry to get an an-

swer to any message you may send; you

would have to wait three and a half years

for the message to go, and probably for

the same time, for the returning answer.

Now, the Lord has powers beyond those

with which we are acquainted. He has

almighty powers. He has only entrusted

us his children of mortality with a knowl-

edge of some of the more gross princi-

ples and laws of this fallen creation, and

when we, through hard study, search out

the relation of one law to another, we

think we are learned men; but I think

when we learn in that great university

the sciences of which the Lord our God

is the great Teacher, we shall learn more

rapidly and comprehend more easily the

things of his kingdom, than we now do

the things of time. Amen.


